2002 nissan xterra suspension lift kits

Old Man Emu suspension components are perfect for those who want ride quality over 'show'
quality. You may find taller or more heavily advertised suspension lifts on the market, but you
will never find anything that ride more comfortably, has greater load capacity, or is more
durable than Old Man Emu. If you truly are looking for the 'best' suspension and not just the
most popular or one that temporarily sits an inch taller most lifts sag quickly, not OME , then
you have found the very best suspension on the planet for your Rover. Click the image for a
larger view. Old Man Emu lifts are listed below. Some folks might ask why OME suspensions are
not available in taller lifts? OME's philosophy is quality and sensibility without complications.
OME sizes their lifts such that there are no problems or modifications required to steering,
braking, or drivetrain. Any taller and these items do become an issue. For most people, the
extra inch or so isn't worth all the headache and cost necessary. Do it right the first time with
OME! Click on the picture for a larger view! Rocky Road will always be committed to bringing
you the best products and service. Contact us with your best deal, and we'll try and beat it so
you can be confident in dealing with a premier ARB facility! Please call or email us for questions
regarding international, Alaska, or Hawaii shipping. We have a great deal of very interesting and
technical and engineering information on the Old Man Emu springs and shocks. If you are
interested in reading more about the undisputed superiority of Old Man Emu equipment over all
others, please check out information on: Springs If you are looking for a body lift kit for your
Nissan Xterra, please check out our kits by clicking. Sometimes an adjustable control arm is
required to get your suspension dialed perfectly. Their patented design will increase
suspension travel, improve handling, minimize tire wear, and maximize tire clearance. SPC's
arms use xAxis joints to maximize travel, more than any other ball joint or uniball arm on the
market. SPC arms have additional caster built into them varies from model to model. This will
allow you to get your alignment back to factory specs after lifting your vehicle. This will also
keep your wheel and tire where you want it in the wheel well. Image courtesy of ARB. Online
Support. Click pic for larger view. Suspension Questions Does your vehicle's rear end sag when
you hook on your boat, trailer or van? Do you need more ground clearance off road? Is your on
road ride bouncy, harsh or uncomfortable? Has the addition of a winch reduced your front end
ride height? Does your vehicle pitch or buck crossing rail tracks or uneven bitumen? Have you
ever lost traction off road? Does your vehicle sag when it's loaded up with work tools? Do your
shocks need replacing? Do your bushings squeak? Can your vehicle cope with all the gear
required for a long trip? Is your suspension tired? Are you concerned about the sway or body
roll your vehicle exhibits when cornering? Does your vehicle get hung up on uneven, off road
surfaces? Along with the kangaroo the emu makes up the Australian coat of arms. Because of
their sheer mass emus can't fly, but have you ever seen an emu run? The massive strength in
their legs allows them to move over all types of terrain with the greatest of ease, yet their bodies
remain virtually motionless, their legs taking the majority of the terrain's impact. Vehicle
suspension, especially that fitted to 4WDs, is complex to say the least. So many factors go
towards determining the right solution, and no one "fix" is the answer to all vehicle models. Old
Man Emu is unique. From humble beginnings in the tough world of off road racing in Australia,
to now being respected world wide, OME takes a unique approach to the design, development,
testing and support of our product range. Many of our customers love toughing it off road, and
this can vary from endless hours, even days, of flat, yet corrugated dirt roads to serious, deeply
rutted, rock strewn off road tracks. At the other end of the spectrum there are the four wheel
drive owners who have no intention of tackling anything remotely off road. Instead, they're
looking for dramatically increased ride comfort on the bitumen or to give them access to their
weekend property or their favorite, out of the way fishing spot. Weight - The Critical Factor Full
load or empty, the critical factor that determines the correct suspension solution for your
vehicle is weight. The amount of weight carried varies from vehicles with few accessories and
which are only used for day to day commuting, to the other extreme of fully set up vehicles for
work, touring or towing carrying a full fuel load, water, food, camping equipment and tools. OME
is not just a collection of parts sourced from a variety of plants around the world. Whilst we
scour the world for the best suspension technology, we offer a tuned and matched, integrated
set of suspension components that are designed by ARB and manufactured in Australia, with
an unrelenting, no compromise approach. These trials and modifications can take weeks of
testing in order to ensure the best possible combination for each application. This results in a
range of shocks to suit standard OE springs and a further range of complete OME shock
absorber and spring packages. There are kits for light, medium or heavy loads, kits that won't
increase ride height and kits that give maximum lift. There are systems for heavily weighted
rears but no load up front and systems that are made to handle the exact opposite. And within
each kit each component is designed and developed to work in complete harmony with other
matching components. Rocky Road Outfitters can supply the right combination of components

to cater to your needs with a result you wouldn't think possible. But all the bucks was money
well spent. If we knew the difference this OME upgrade would make to the truck we'd have
driven it straight from the dealer to OME. This comment, taken from a chat forum, from an
excited Old Man Emu customer is typical of the benefits enjoyed by customers of Old Man Emu
all around the world. Superb, on road, ride comfort. Safer, more controlled handling. Increased
levels of ride height to suit individual requirements. Substantially improved ground clearance
for excellent off road traction. Elimination of rear end sag - for those owners who tow or carry a
lot of weight. Only OME can offer all these benefits by providing the only, fully integrated
suspension system for your four wheel drive. You will appreciate the work we do every time you
drive your vehicle. You will love the way the vehicle eats up the bumps, and steers around
corners. You will marvel at how the wheels stay in touch with rock strewn and rutted tracks that
you winched up the last time. You will relax when you pull out of the driveway with the boat,
trailer or van behind you. Every other challenge you throw at your new suspension will remind
you of how well we do our work. If you are looking for a body lift kit for your Nissan Xterra,
please check out our kits by clicking If you find a lower price on Old Man Emu components, we
won't just meet it Image courtesy of ARB Click picture for larger view! JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. February Update: We are extremely busy processing and shipping
orders. Contact us before placing an order to confirm availability. Body lift kits for Dodge
Dakota, Durango and Ram trucks. Body lifts for Jeep Wrangler vehicles. Body lift kits for Nissan
Titan, Frontier and Xterra vehicles. Body lifts for Toyota Tacoma, Tundra and 4Runner models.
View as:. Search: Search. Suspension Lift Kits are a great way to gain additional clearance for
larger and more aggressive tires. Modern suspension lifts are designed to provide a smooth
ride with excellent on and off-road capability. Select your vehicle make and model from the list
below to get started Suspension Leveling Kits are a great way to improve the look of your Truck
or SUV by raising the front suspension so that it sits level with the rear of your vehicle. Leveling
Kits also provide additional clearance and room for larger and more aggressive tires. Body lift
kits are an excellent way to achieve additional clearance for larger tires. Body lifts are generally
less expensive than a complete suspension lift and have the added benefit of not affecting the
factory suspension, electronic stability controls, or OE warranty. Shock absorbers have to
perform one of the most difficult jobs on your truck or SUV. When your vehicle hits a bump or a
hole it is the shock that must control the suspension. A great shock can provide a great ride
and great handling. Click on the manufacturers logos below to get started finding the right
shock for your vehicle! Home Suspension Lifts Nissan. Show 10 20 40 per page. Add to Cart
Add to Wishlist. Item is Sold Out Add to Wishlist. Actual Price:. Our sale price is lower than the
manufacturer's "minimum advertised price. To view our sale price please add this item to your
shopping cart You have no obligation to purchase the product when adding it to your shopping
cart. Our price is lower than the manufacturer's "minimum advertised price. You have no
obligation to purchase the product once you know the price. You can simply remove the item
from your cart. How PayPal Works. All Rights Reserved. Shop For Parts. Xterra Suspension Lift
- shop awesome Nissan xterra suspension lift kit that ideal suit your needs. Offer the excellence
xterra lift kits in various sizes. Qty :. Add to Cart Add to Wishlist. Description Details Shipping
Description Front 3" suspension lift includes: Chromally tubular upper control arms These
control arms are made longer than stock arms to provide actual lift while maintaining proper ba
train parts diagram
2004 jeep grand cherokee power windows fuse
2001 volvo v70 fuse box diagram
ll joint angles This lift keeps CVs well within manufacturer's specifications Chromally tubing,
long used by the racing industry, is lightweight yet stronger than steel plate Designed to give a
true 3" of lift and provide additional wheel travel Aligns easily into manufacturer's specifications
Greasable ball joints Polyurethane bushings sleeves 6 Zerk fittings The zerk fittings help to
eliminate annoying squeak from bushings and increase life of upper balljoints and bushings
4-zerks for the upper control arms and 2-zerks for the ball joints included Hardware Complete
installation instructions Zerk fittings not shown Arms are made to order and can take up to or
more than 2 weeks. In most cases they are made in under that time. However in busier times it
can run a little over. We appreciate your patience. May We Suggest. Xterra Cam Bolts. Xterra
Torsion Bars. Xterra Adjustable Lift Shackles. Privacy Site Map. All Rights Reserved. Powered
by Web Shop Manager. Sign In or Create an Account.

